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A b s t r a c t
Let R  be the polynomial ring k[xi ,X2 , ■ • ., z»] where fc is a  field, and let M  and 
N  be finitely generated ü-modules. In this expository paper, we use the theory of 
Groebner bases to  compute the A-modules Ext)j(M , A ). We s ta rt by computing a 
presentation of the syzygy module, Syz(fi, £2 , . . . ,  ft), for fi, fa , . - - ,ft €  R ^ .  Next we 
use the syzygy module to compute free resolutions of M  and N.  Finally, we compute 
a  presentation of HomR(M, N )  and we use this to  compute a  presentation of 
Ext)i(M,Ar).
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The theory of Groebner bases provide algorithms for a  variety of im portant computations regarding mod­
ules over a ring. For example, the use of Groebner bases for computations involving ideals in the polynomial 
ring R  = k[xi ,X2 , . . .  ,a;„] where fc is a field yields a solution to  the ideal membership problem, and plays a  
prominent role in elimination theory [3]. The purpose of this expository paper is to use the theory of Groeb­
ner bases to compute a presentation for the iï-module Ext}j(Af, N )  for finitely generated i?-modules M  and 
N.  The ü-moduie E xt^(M , N )  has a wide range of applications. For instance E xt^(M , N )  = Hom/î(M , N) .  
Furthermore F ,xt\i{M ,N ) parameterizes the set of all extensions of M  by N . More precisely we have the 
following:
D e fin itio n  1 .1 . For iî-modules M  and N , an e x te n s io n  of M  by IV is an exact sequence
0  — > jV — > E  —  ̂ Æf —  ̂0 .
Two extensions (  and of M  by IV are e q u iv a len t if there is a  commutative diagram
- * 1 0 --------- # -------------  - M ---------- 0
4 ':  0 - IV  -----------------A /-------- - 0
where (j> is an /î-module homomorphism. An extension is sp lit  if it is equivalent to
0  —  ̂ IV M  M @ jv  — >M  — >0 .
T h e o re m  1.2.[7, Theorem 7.19, Corollary 7.20] For R-modules M  and N , there is an R-module Ext^{M , N ) , 
and a one-to-one correspondence
{equivelence classes of extensions of M  by N }  E x t^(M , iV)
in which split extensions correspond to 0 €  ExtJj(M , A )̂.
The modules E xt^(M , AT) for i >  1 encode more subtle properties of the modules M  and N  [7].
We now give a  summary of the contents of this paper. In Section 3 we give the definition of a Groebner 
basis for submodules of i?"*, as well as some properties of Groebner bases which we will need. In Section 4 we 
define the syzygy module, and given f i , f 2 , • ■ • ,ft € i?"*, we find a  presentation for Syz(fi,f2 , .. - ,ft). We will 
use the syzygy module to  compute a fi-ee resolution of certain classes of E-modules in Section 5. In Section 
6  we use the syzygy module to compute a  presentation of Homfi(M, AT) for certain E-modules M  and N . 
In the process of computing this presentation of Hom ^(M , AT), we will state  two lemmas. We will use these
lemmas, along with our knowledge of free resolutions, to compute Ext^(M , TV) in Section 7. Throughout this 
paper we will give examples of our main results. In Appendix A we show how the computer algebra system 
Macaulay 2 has been used in our computations. The results in this paper can be found in [1] and [4], w ith 
some passages almost identical. The computations in this paper are new.
Groebner basis over other rings have also been studied. One can define Groebner bases in the ring 
A {xi,X 2 , . . . ,Xn]  where A is a  Noetherian commutative ring, see [1 , chapter 4]. Furthermore there exists a 
notion of Groebner bases in noncommutative polynomial rings, see [2] and [6 , chapter 8 j. The development
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of algorithms employing Groebner bases in the latter case are an active area of research, bu t the description 
of such algorithms lies beyond the scope of this paper.
2. P r e l i m i n a r i e s
Before we define Groebner bases for modules, we give a  few definitions which we will need. For the 
remainder of this paper, unless otherwise noted, we let
R  =  fc[xi,X2 , . . .  
be the polynomial ring in n  variables where A: is a  field.
D e fin itio n  2.1. A m onom ial o rd e r  on R  is a relation <  on the monomials in R  which satisfies the fallowing 
conditions;
•  <  is a  total order.
•  If monomials x°‘ and in R  are such th a t x°“ < x^ ,  then x°‘x'^ < x ^x ^  for any monomial x’’' in R.
•  <  is a well-ordering.
We now define the monomial orderings we will be using. These orderings can also be found in [3]. 
D efin itio n  2.2. Let a  =  {ai, 0 2 ,. - - ,ûn),/3 =  (f>i,i>2 , ■ • • , f>n) € Z>q. Also let x°‘ =  - and
x^  = x5‘ • • • x^" be monomials in R. We define the lex  (lexicographic) order with x \  >  X2 >  ■ ■ ■ > x„ as
follows:
x'^ <iex <===> the leftmost nonzêro entry of /(? — a  is positive.
D e fin itio n  2.3. Let a  =  («1 , 0 2 , • - • ,O n),0 — (61 , 62 , ■ ■ ■, 6„) € Z>o- Also let x“ =  x^^Xg^ • • -x“" and x^ =  
xJ'xj^ • • • x ^  be monomials in R. We define the g rlex  (graded lexicographic) order with x i >  X2 > • • • >  x^ 
as follows:
X ^grlex X^ "S- ■  ̂ Or
Z)r=i =  ZZILi 6i and x" < ,«, x: -̂
D efin itio n  2.4. Let a  =  (o i ,0 2 , . .  - , O n ) , =  (61, 62 , . . .  , 6„) G Z>q- Also let x“ =  x f 'x j^  - x"" and 
x^ =  xJ'xj^ - - x ^  be monomials in R. We define the g rev le x  (graded reverse lexicographic) order with 
Xi >  X2 >  ■ - • >  x„ as follows:
X  g r le x  X ^
!Ci=i <  Z2i=i 6t
or
IZr=i — IZr=i 6i and the leftmost nonzero entry of ^ — o: is negative.
E x a m p le  2.5. Let R  =  K[x,y, z]. Using grlex order on R  with x >  y >  z, we have xy^z >  y'*z^, bu t using 
grevlex order on R  with x  >  y >  z, we have xy^z <  y‘*z^. Also using lex order on R  with x >  y >  z, we have 
X  > y^z^“, bu t using grevlex order on R  with x >  y >  z, we have x  <  y^z^°. □
We will be working mainly with submodules of jR”*. Although we will think of elements of R™- as columns 
w ith m  entries from Ü, we will often write these elements as rows to  save space. In symbols, for f  G such
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th a t
we write f  =  ( / i ,  / 2 , • - -, /m)-
(  ^
f =
\  f m  J
3 . G r o e b n e r  B a s e s  f o r  M o d u l e s
In this section we will introduce Groebner bases for modules and give some properties of Groebner bases 
which we will need. Before introducing Groebner bases we will need the notions of terra ordering and division. 
Let
6 i  =  ( 1 ,  0 ,  .  .  .  ,  0 ) ,  6 2  =  ( 0 ,  1 ,  0 ,  .  .  .  ,  0 ) ,  .  .  .  ,  C t j i  =  { 0 ,  0 ,  .  .  .  ,  0 ,  1 )
be the usual basis of We define a  monomial in to  be an element of the form X c i  for some 1 <  i <  m , 
where X  = x “*X2  ̂ ■ • -x “” € R  for some 6  { 0 ,1 , 2 , . . .} .
D e fin itio n  3.1. A te rm  o rd e r  on JR™ is a  relation <  on the monomials in R"^ which satisfies the following 
conditions:
•  <  is a  to ta l order.
•  If X  and Y  are monomials in R"^ such th a t X  < Y , then Z X  < Z X  for every monomial Z  in R.
•  <  is a well-ordering.
Now we define two different term  orders on the monomials of A™.
D efin itio n  3.2. Fix a  monomial order <  on R, and fix a  linear order <  on {ei,C2 , . . .  ,£„}- Let X , Y  € R ^  
be monomials such tha t X  =  Xcj and Y  =  Yej .  We define the order T O P  (term over position) as follows:
^ X < Y
X  < TO PY or
X  = Y  and Cj <  e j .
D e fin itio n  3.3. Fix a  monomial order <  on R, and fix a  linear order <  on {e i,e 2 , . . .  ,6^}- Let X , Y  e  
be monomials such tha t X  =  X cj and Y  = Yej .  We define the order PO T (position over term ) as follows;
{€i < ej or
Ci =  6 j  and X  < Y.
E x a m p le  3.4. Let R  — Q[x,y]. W ith lex order on R  with x  > y  and ej >  6 2 , TO P order on R? gives us
(0 ,x^y) >  (xy ,0 ).
Whereas P O T  order gives us (xy ,0 ) >  (0 ,x^y). □
Now th a t we have a notion of term  order, given f  €  R™', we can define the lead in g  m o n o m ia l of f, lm(f), 
the lea d in g  coeffic ien t of f, Ic(f), and the lea d in g  te r m  of f, lt(f).
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D efin itio n  3 .5 . Let f  €  R ”̂  such tha t f  =  o iX i +  0 2 X 2 +  . . .  +  OgX*, where for all 1 <  i <  s, Oj € fc with
ai ^  0  and X , is a  monomial such that X j >  X j+ i. We define
lm(f) =  X i, lc{f) =  a i, lt(f) =  a iX i.
E x a m p le  3.6. Let R  — Q[x, y, z] and let
f  — — 2x, 5x^y +  2 yz, xyz)  €  R^.
W ith lex order on R  with x  > y > z, and with TO P order with ei >  02 >  6 3 , we have
lm(f) =  x^yc2 , lc(f) =  5 , l t ( / )  =  5x^yc2 .
W ith lex order on R  with x  > y > z, and with PO T order with ei >  €2  >  6 3 , we have
lm(f) =  x^z^ei, lc(f) =  1 , lt(f) — x^z^ci- □
We now define division of monomials in R '". W ith this definition, we can formulate a  notion of remainders 
and thus a  division algorithm.
D efin itio n  3.7. Let X  =  Xcj and Y  — Y e j  be monomials in R"*. We say tha t X  d iv id es  Y  if z =  j  and
X  divides Y . Furthermore if X  divides Y  we define
$  =  y  ^ ^
E x a m p le  3.8. Let R =  Q [x,y,z]. The monomial {0, xy^z, 0) €  R? divides (0, x^j/^z^,0), but does not divide 
(x^ÿ^z^,0,0) or (0, xyz,0). And
(0 , x V z ^ , 0 ) ^  x^t/^z^ ^  PI
{0 ,xÿ^z ,0 ) xy^z
D efin itio n  3.9. Given f, g, h  e  R "“, we say th a t f  red u c e s  to  h  m o d u lo  g if there exists a  term , X , in f  
such th a t lm(g) divides X  and h  =  f  — ^ ^ g .  We write
f - ^ h .
E x a m p le  3.10. Let R  =  Q[x,y], and f ,g ,h  € R? such th a t f  =  (x^y +  x ,y ) ,g  =  (xy,x), and h  =  (x ,y  — x^). 
Using grlex order on R  with x >  y, and with PO T order with ei > 62 , we have Ira(g) =  xyei. Therefore
x^y
f  (xy, x) =  (x, y -  X ) =  h,
xy
so f  h. □
D e fin itio n  3 .11. Given F  = {fi, $2, . . . ,  f®} C  R"" and f, h  e  R '", we say th a t f  red u c e s  to  h  m o d u lo  F  if 
there exist some h i, h 2 , . . . ,  h r - i  G R™ such th a t for some L j, fj^ ,. . . ,  L,. G F  the following occurs:
f  h i h 2 h r_ l  h.
We write
f - ^ h .
D e fin itio n  3.12. Given r  G R™ and F  c  R '” , we say th a t r  is re d u c e d  w ith  re sp e c t to  F  if either r  =  0
or r  cannot be reduced modulo F . If h  € R”* is such that
h - ^ r
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where r  is reduced with respect to  F , then we say th a t r  is a re m a in d e r  of h  with respect to  F  and we write
=  r.
Notice th a t given f  € R ”̂  and F  c  A™, a  remainder of f  with respect to F  is not necessarily unique as can 
be seen in the following example.
E x a m p le  3 .13. Let R  =  Q[x, y] and let t  Ç. R? such th a t f  =  +  x, 2xy).  Also let F  = { fi, fz} C where
fi =  (x^ +  l , 2y) and fz =  (x^,y). Using lex order on R  with x  > y  and with PO T order on R? with ei >  eg 
we have Im(fi) =lm (fz) =  x^Ci- Thus f  0  so tha t =  0  since 0 is reduced with respect to  F.  B ut also 
we have f  (x, xy)  so th a t =  (x, xy)  since (x, xy)  is reduced with respect to  F. □
T h e o re m  3.14. There exists a division algorithm which given f  €  /?”*, and F  =  (fi, fz ,. . . ,  f@} C will 
yield a j , a 2 , . . . , a ,  E 22 and r  6  22™ such that
f  — a if i  +  ttafz +  • ■ ■ +  Usfs +  r
where =  r.
As the example above illustrates, this algorithm may give different remainders. I t  is natural to  ask how 
helpful this division algorithm is, since it does not give unique remainders. W hen the set by which we are 
dividing is a  Groebner basis, we get unique remainders. Below is the definition of a  Groebner basis for a
submodule of 22™ followed by some im portant properties of a  Groebner basis. For a  proof of Theorem 3.16
we refer the reader to [1, Section 3.5)(see also [4, Section 5.2]).
D efin itio n  3.15. Given a  submodule M  c  22™, the set G  =  {g i,gz, ■ - ■,g^} C M  is a  G ro e b n e r  b asis  for 
M  if for every f  € M , lm(f) is divisible by Im(g^) for some 1 <  i <  s.
T h e o re m  3.16. For a submodule M  C 22™ and a set G — - • • > 9s} C M  the following are equivalent:
•  G  is a Groebner basis fo r  M .
•  f  E Af ÿ '  =  0.
•  Vf E 22™, i f  ^  =  r%, and =  rg,, we have r i  =  rg.
•  ( lt(g i) ,lt(g 2 ) , . . .  , l t ( g j )  =  {lt(M})
•  Vf E M  ; 3fci, h2 , ■ ■ ■ ,hs G R  such that f  — 52i=i lm(f) — maxt{lm(fij)lm(gj)}.
The theorem above specializes, when m =  1, to  results about Groebner bases in polynomial rings, see e.g., 
[3, Section 2.6]. The following Corollaries of Theorem 3.16 are not hard to  prove.
C o ro lla ry  3.17. I f  G = {g i,gz , -. ,gg} is a Groebner basis fo r  the submodule M  C 22™, then M  — 
{Sl> B2 > • ■ • 5 Ss)‘
C o ro lla ry  3.18. Every nonzero submodule o f 22™ has a Groebner basis.
Given generators for a  submodule M  C 22™, there exists an algorithm, known as Buchberger’s algorithm  
for modules, which gives g i , gz, • - •, g* € 22™ such th a t G =  { g j, g g ,. . . ,  g^} is a  Groebner basis for M . The 
division algorithm and Buchberger’s algorithm give us the following relationship between a  submodule M  of 
22™ and a  Groebner basis for M .
P ro p o s it io n  3.19. Given a Groebner basis { g i,g 2 , - - • .g^} fo r  the submodule { fi,fz ,.. . ,f t)  C 22™, let F  be 
the m x t  matrix with columns f i , f z , . . .  ,f) and let G be the m x  s matrix with columns g i, gz, • • •, g®- There
5
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exist a t  X s matrix S  with entries in R  and an s 'x. t  matrix T  with entries in R  such that
F S  — G and G T = F.
Proposition 3.19 follows easily from Corollary 3.17, so the proof is omitted. Note tha t the entries of S  can 
be obtained by keeping track of reductions during Buchberger’s algorithm, and entries of T  are obtained by 
applying the division algorithm on each fi by {g^, g ^ ,. . . ,  g*}.
4. T h e  S y z y g y  M o d u l e
In this section we will introduce the syzygy module, and give a  method for finding a  presentation of certain 
syzygy modules.
D e fin itio n  4.1. Given F  =  { fi,f2 , . . .  ,f(} C R ^  we say tha t h =  (hi,fig, - - , fit) € F* is a sy zy g y  of F  if
fiifi +  figfa +  • • • +  fit fit — 0 .
We define the set of all such syzygies to  be the syzygy  m o d u le  of F , and we write
Syz(F) or Syz(fi, fa, - - - , ft).
Notice th a t Syz(fi,f2 , .. - ,ft) is the kernel of the F-module homomorphism
R t — , Rm
(fii, fig, - • ■,fif) '— * fiifi +  figfa +  • • ■ +  fitft-
It is not hard to show th a t for any fi, fg ,. . . ,  ft €  F*", Syz(fi, fa, ■ • -, ft) is in fact a submodule of F*. For 
all 1 <  Î <  t, set fj =  ( / t i , / ia ,  - - - ,/im ) E F™. Then by the definition of Syz(fi, fg ,. . . ,  ft) we can view the 
syzygy module as the set of all polynomial solutions fi e  F* to  the following system of equations;
^ i f i j  +  ^ 2 /2 3  +  ■ • ■ +  X t f t j  =  0 , for all 1 <  y <  m.
Given F  =  { fi,fg ,. . .  ,ft}  C F ’” , we wish to  find generators for Syz(F). T hat is we want to find 
fii, f is ,. . . ,  fis €  F* such th a t (fii, fig,. . . ,  fig) =  Syz(F). We will s ta rt with a special case of this prob­
lem, and find generators for Syz(Xi, X a ,. . . ,  X t) where X i is a  monomial in F™ for each l < i < t .  To do so 
we will need to  define the least common multiple of two monomials.
D e fin itio n  4.2. Let X  =  Xe* and Y  = Ye j  be monomials in F"*. We define the lea s t co m m o n  m u ltip le  
of X  and Y  ( LCM(X, Y ) ) as follows:
{:LC M (X ,Y ) =  < =i f iy S j .
E x a m p le  4.3. Let F  — Q [x ,j/,2 ] and let X ,Y , Z e  F^ such tha t 
X =  (x^y, 0), Y  =  (x^z^,0), Z — (0,x^z^). 
Then
LC M (X ,Y ) =  (x^yz^O), and LC M (Y ,Z) =  LCM (Z,X ) =  (0,0). □
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Now we return to  the problem of finding generators for the syzygy module of monomials in Let
X i ,X 2 , ■.. ,X t be monomials in K ^ .  If for all i , j  €  { 1 ,2 ,.. .  ,t} we let
X ÿ  =  LCM (X»,Xj),
then we have the following proposition.
P ro p o s it io n  4.4. I f  X j ,X 2 , . .  . , X« are monomials in R ” ,̂ then 
is a generating set fo r  Syz{Xi, X 2 , . . . ,  X t).
P ro o f. F irst we prove the Proposition in the case m  =  1 . Let X 2 , . . . ,  Xf €  /2. We need to show
S y z(X i,X a ,. . . ,  X .) =  -  : ^ e j  : 1 <  i <  j  <
It is easy to  see
: 1 ^  J ^  C S yz(X i,X 2 , . . .  ,X f).
So we must show the converse. Let {ui ,U2 , . ■ ■ ,ut )  €  S yz(X i,X 2 , . . . ,  X t). If we fix a monomial X  € iî, we 
know th a t the coefificients of X  in UiXi +  U2 X 2  +  • ■ ■ +  UfXt  must sum to 0. Therefore it suffices to  prove 
the case where for each 1 <  i <  t, Ui =  (kX- where either Cj =  0 or XjXJ =  X . Let Cjj denote the nonzero 
Ci’s. Then we have
(til, U2, - • ■ )Ut) — ciX {ei 4- €2X262 +  • • • +  CtX{ct — CijX'jCj, 4- Ci^X[^ei^ 4- - 4- Ct,X{
X X  X
=  Cit t ; —«il +  Ci2 -n—Cjj 4 ------1- Ci,-Ail A t, A*.
— Ct] As—  +  (Cit +C i2) ^  +  - - ■iiM \  A t2 /  Atg t̂g \  Atg Atg /
4-(cj, 4-Ct2 4 b e i ,_ ,  Cj ^  +
, X
(Cii 4- Cjj 4-------1- CiJ^rr-.
Atg
B ut Q, 4- Ct2 4 +Ci, — Cl 4- C2 4- - 4- Ct — 0, so we have written (txi, 1x2 , , Ut) as a  linear combination
of elements from the set { ^ e *  — '■ I < i  < j  < t } .  Thus, the proposition is true  for m  =  1.
Now we prove the result in the case m  >  1. Notice th a t for X i, X 2 , . . . , X* e  A™, S y z(X i,X 2 , . . . ,  X«) 
is the  intersection of the syzygy modules of the fth coordinates of X i , X 2 , . . . ,  X* for each 1 <  f <  m. Let 
Ji — {i : the nonzero entry of X{ is in the 1th coordinate}. Using the result of the proposition when m  =  1
we know the syzygy module of the 1th  coordinate of X i, X 2 , . . . ,  X t is
< X i
Therefore the intersection of the syzygy module of the first coordinate of X i ,X 2 , . . . ,  X t, and the syzygy 
module of the second coordinate of X i , X 2 , . . . ,  X t is
: i < j  : i , j  €  J i ^  © ~  - i < j  : i , j  €  ® (et ; z 0  J i  U  J 2 ).
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For all i e  Ji,jf € J 2 we know X y =  0 which implies =  0 Therefore
— ' ^ ^ ^ 3  '■ i < j  ■ i , j  ^  J i ^  © ~  : i < j  : i, j  €  Ja^
^ C j  : i  < j  : i , j  €  J i U  Jz ^  ,(
X y X , 
X; X ,
which implies the intersection of the syzygy module of the first coordinate of X i, X 2 , . . . ,  X t, and the syzygy 
module of the second coordinate of X i ,X 2 , . . . ,  X t is
ej : i < j  : i , j  €  J i  U J 2 )  ©  {cj : i ^  J i  U J 2 ).
If we continue in this process we see th a t the intersection of the syzygy modules of the ith  coordinates of 
X i, X 2 , . . . ,  X t for each 1 <  I <  m  is
^  —̂ C i  — : * <  j  : j  €  [_J j \  © / c t  : i ^ [J  j A
•-J
□
W ith the above proposition, given fi, fz ,. . . ,  ft €  we can now compute Syz(fi, fa ,. . . ,  ff). We will do so 
in two steps. First we compute Syz(gj^, g g ,. . . ,  g ,)  where {gi, ga, - • •, g^} is a  Groebner basis for { fi.fa ,. . .  ,ft). 
Let G =  {gi, g 2 , . - •, gs}. Note th a t we can assume lc(gt) =  1 for all 1 <  i <  s, for if we divide each element 
of the Groebner basis by its leading coefficient we will still have a Groebner basis. Let Im(gt) =  X j and let 
L C M (X t,X j) =  X y . Now for all g  ̂ and gj  in G  we define
■5(gi,gj) =
Since 5(gj,g_j) € (G), by Theorem 3.16 we have for some hy„ € R
•?(gi.gj) =  X l^ b v g i/.
tf— 1
where
Now for all 1 <  i <  J <  s we define
X ' X.'
Sy-  =  — ( h y l ,  h y 2 ,  , hijs) G  i î ® .
- A . t
T h e o re m  4.5 . With the n ota tion  above, the se t  {stj : 1 <  i <  j  <  s} as o generating set fo r  Syz(G).
P ro o f. Let G' denote the m  x s m atrix with columns g i,g a , , g«- For all 1 <  i <  j  < s we know 
Sy € Syz(G) since
G 'sy  =  S(gt, gj)  -  hy„g„ =  0 .
V  =  1
Therefore {sij : 1 < i  < j  < s) d  Syz(G). We prove the converse by contradiction. Assume there exists some
( u i , ti2 , . . . , U s ) e  Syz(G) \  {s ij : 1 <  i <  j  <  s).
8
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X  =  max {lm(ui)lm(gj)}
l< i< s
A  = {i-. lm(ut)lm{gj) =  X},
. Ui, if i ^  A\
«i
Ui  — lt{u,), if z € v4.
If we let It(uj) =  C i X i  where Q € A and X Î  is a  monomial in R ,  then we can write { u i ,  U2 , , u®) as follows:
(1) { u i , U 2 , . .  . , U s ) ~  { u [ , U 2 , . .  . , u ' g)  +  y^C iX 'c i.
i e A
Now, since (u i,zt2 , . . .  , U s )  €  Syz{G) we know
Y , a X ^ X i  =  o
i e A
since XJX^ =  X  iff z e  j4. In other words Y l i ç A  CiXJe, 6  Syz(Xj : z e  >1). So Proposition 4.4 tells us th a t for 
some ttij e  Ü we have
y^C iX 'e* =  «ÿ .
i J € A , i < j  ^  /
Notice th a t each coordinate in the left-hand side of the equation above is homogeneous. Also for all z €  A,
X 'X j =  X , so we can assume each Uij  is a  constant multiple of 5^ .  Substituting into equation (1) we get
{ U i , U 2 ,  . . . , U s )  — { u [ , U 2 , . . . , U g )  +  \ ~  )
i J É A , i < J  \  /
— (Uj, Zt2 , . .. , Uj)-f- ^  ' aijSij 4- ^  ] Uij (h y i, ■ 7 hjjs).
i J e A , i < j  i , j € A , i < j
Now if we let (ui,U2 , . . . , V s )  — (u^,zz^, . . . , u ' ^ )  +  Oij(/zyi,/zy2 , ■ - •, hj^s) then we have
(2 ) (ul,i;2 , . . . ,Us)  =  (zti,Zi2 , --- ,Us) -  y ]  U i j S i j .
i , j e A , i < j
Since the right side of equation (2 ) is an element of Syz(<3) \  (sjj : 1 <  z <  j  <  s) we have tha t
{ v i , V 2 , . . . , V s ) e  Syz(G) \  {sy ; 1 <  z <  j  <  s ) .
Ako, the definition of (ui, «2 , . . .  ,Ug) tells us
lm{w„)lm(g,,) =  lm(Wy ■+• uyhy^,)X^,
i , j € A , i < j
<  max{lm(ziJ,)Xy, max {lm{ay)lm(hyv)}Xi,}.
i , j ^A , z K. j
By construction of ( u { , U 2 , . . .  , u ' )  we know th a t lm(u^)X«, <  X . Also since uy is a  constant multiple of 5^ ,  
we have
X  X
lm(ay)lm(/zij,.)X,, =  — lm (hy„)Xt, <  — lm (S'(gygj)) <  X .
X ij Xjj-
The last inequality follows from lm (5 (g j,g j)) =  l m ( ^ g j  -  ^ g j )  <  X y . Thus
jm ^^{lm (ui),lm (gj)} <  X
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which contradicts our original choice of X. O
E x a m p le  4.6. Let R  = Q [x,ÿ,z] and C  i? be such th a t
f i  = x ^  — yi and /2  — xyz^.
Then using grevlex order on R  with x  > y > z  one can show — y ,y ‘̂ z^,xyz'^} is a Groebner basis for 
( / i , / 2 ). So let
3 ..____„_____,,2^2 „„Ag i = x ^  -  y, 9 2  = and ga =  x yz  .
Then we find
Now we compute
g ( g .P 2 ) =  -  y) -  4 % ^y=z' =  -y=z= =  -y g 2 ,
^(yi.ys) =  -  y) -  =  -gz,
Si2 = -3— e i  2 2 62 — {0 , —y, 0 ) — (y z , —x  +  y ,0 ),x^ y  z'^
813 =  ^ 6 1  -  ^ 6 3  -  (0 . - 1 . 0 ) =  (yz^ 1 ,-T = ),
-  ^ « 3  -  (O' 0.0) =  (O' -V)-
Therefore we have
Syz(yi,y2 ,y3 ) = ((y^z^, -x ^  + y, 0 ), (yz^, 1, -x ^ ) , (0 , x, -y ) ) .  □
E x a m p le  4.7. Let R  — Q[x, y, z] and ( f i ,f2 , fs) C RP be such that
fi =  (x^ -  y +  z, 0 , -x ^  +  x), f2 =  ( -x y z  -  yz, y -  z -  1 , xyz),
and fa =  (—x^z +  xyz + y z  — z ^ , x  — y + z,  x^z — x y z  — xz) .
Then using lex order in R  with x  > y  > z  and using TO P order on R^  with 63 >  eg >  ej one can show 
{ g i,g 2 ,g 3} is a  Groebner basis for ( f i ,f2 , f3) where 
g i =  ( - y z , x -  1 , 0 ), g2 =  f2 , and ga = - f i .  
Then we find 
5 ( g i ,g 2) == S (g i,g a ) == 0,
x^uz x ^ y z  rt .
5 (g2 ,g 3) =   { - x y z  - y z , y  -  z -  I , x y z )  ^ { ~ x  + y -  z ,0 ,x^ - x )xyz x^
= { - x y z  -  y^z +  y z ^ , x y  -  x z  -  x ,xyz) = {y -  z  -  l)g i +  g 2_
Now we compute
S12 =  Sia =  0,
S23 =  ~ '™ 6 2 ------ ^ - 6 3  — (y — z — 1 , 1 , 0 ) =  ( —y +  z +  l ,x  — 1, —yz).
Therefore we have
S yz(g i,g 2 ,g 3 ) =  ( ( - y  +  z +  1 ,X -  1 ,-y z )) . □
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Using Theorem 4.5, we can now find generators for Syz(fi, £2 , ••■,£*) for any £1, £2 , , ft € i?"*.
T h e o re m  4.8. Let f i , £2 , . . . ,£ (  €  J?*" and let {gi, ga, • ■ ■, g®} be a Groebner basis fo r  (fi, £2 , • ■ ■, ft)- Also 
let the matrices S  a n d T  be as in Proposition 3.19. I f  {si,S2 , . - - .s^) =  Syz(gi, g j , . . .  ,g s) and i f  we let t i  
denote the ith  column o f the matrix It — S T  where It is the t x t  identity matrix, then
Syz(£i, £2 , . . . ,  ft ) =  {Ss i , S s 2 , I Ssr, r i , r 2 , - - . , r t ) .
P ro o f. Let matrices F  and G  have columns £1, fa ,. . .  ,£t and g i ,g 2 , - - - ,g s  as in proposition 3.19. Now 
notice th a t for each s* E S yz(g j,g2 , . . .  ,g s) we have F S si = Gsj =  0. Therefore {5si, 5 s a ,. . . , 5sr}  C 
Syz(fi,f2 , . . . ,  ft). Also notice tha t
F(It  - S T )  = F -  F S T  ^ F - G T  = F - F ^ O .
Therefore { ri, r a , . . . ,  r*} c  S yz(fi,£2 ,...,£ * ) . So we have
(5 s i , 5 s2 , . . .  , 5 s r , r i ,F 2 , . . .  ,r t)  C Syz(fi,f2 , . . .  ,£f).
To show the converse we first notice th a t for all h  € iî* such th a t h  €  Syz(fi, £2 , . . . ,  ft) we know G T h  — P h  =  
0  which implies T h  € Syz(gj, gg ,. . . ,  g^). Therefore we have T h  — for some h i , h 2 , . . . , h r  € R,
and left multiplication by S  gives us
T




h  =  h  -  5 T h  ■+■ S T h  =  (7* -  5 T )h  +  ^  hiSsi.
i=\
Thus we have shown
Syz(£i, £2 , . . . ,  ft) C (5 si, S s a ,. . . ,  Ss f ,  r i ,  ra, -. -, rt).
□
E x a m p le  4 .9 . Let R  =  Q[x, y, z] and ( / i j / a )  C i î  be such th a t
/ i  =  -  y, and /a  =  xyz^.
Using grevlex order on R  with x  > y  > z  one can show {x® — y,y^z^,xyz' ^}  is a  Groebner basis for {/i, /a). 
So let
9 i =  X® -  y, 52 == y^z^,  and 53 =
The desired matrices S  and T  from Proposition 3.19 can be verified to  be
1 —yz"  ̂ 0




In Example 4.6 we found Syz(5 i , 5 a ,5 3 ) =  ((5 ^2 ^, ~ x^ + y,0),  {yz^,  1, ~x^) ,  (0, x, - y ) ) .  So let 
Si = ( y ^ z ^ , ~ x ^ +  y , 0 ), Sa =  1 , -x ^ ) , and S3 =  (0 ,x , - y ) .
11
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Then we have
5 s i =  (x^yz'^, - x ^  + x^y), S s 2 = (0 , 0 ), and Ssa =  { - x y z ^ ,  x^ - y ) .
Also we compute I 2 - S T  — 0. Thus S y z ( /i ,/a )  =  {{x^yz‘̂ , - x ^ +  x '^y ),{~xyz ‘̂ , x ^ — y)). Since (x^yz^,-x® +  
x^y) =  —x^(—xyz^,x^ — y) we have
S y z ( / i , /2 ) =  { { -x y z^ ,x ^  -  y)). □
E x a m p le  4.10. Let R  = Q [x,y, 2] and ( fi,fa ,f3) C  be such tha t
fi =  (x^ -  y 4- 2 , 0 , - x ^  +  x), fa =  ( -x y z  -  yz,y  -  2  -  l,x y z),
and fa =  (—x^z +  xyz +  yz -  z^ ,x  — y +  z,x^z — x y z  — xz).
Using lex order in R  with x  >  y >  z and using TO P order on with €3 >  €2 >  Ci one can show {g i,ga ,gs}  
is a Groebner basis for (fi.fa .fa) where
gi =  C -yz,x  -  1 , 0 ), g 2 =  fa, and ga =  - f j .
^ z 0 - 1
The desired matrices S  and T  from Proposition 3.19 can be verified to be
/  0 0 1 \
1 1 0  
\  1 0 0
and T  —
/ \
0 1 - 1
- 1  0 z
In Example 4.7 we found
So let
S yz(g i,ga ,g 3) =  ( ( - y +  Z  +  l ,x  -  1 ,-y z )) . 
s =  (—y +  z +  l ,x  — 1 , —yz).
Then we have
S s =  (z^ 4 - z,X — y 4 - z, —y +  z +  1).
Also we compute h  -  S T  =  0. Therefore we have
Syz(f i , fa , f 3 ) =  ((z^ 4 - 2 , x - y 4 - z , - y  4-Z4- 1)). □
One application of syzygies which we will need involves finding a  presentation of M / N  where N  C M  are 
submodules of R ^ .  T hat is given generators for N  and M , we would like to  find a submodule K  C R* such 
th a t M / N  ^  R ^ K .
T h e o re m  4 .11 . Let M  = ( f i ,f a , . . .  ,ft) and N  — (g^, gg, • • • ,Es) ^  stLbmodules o f  RN such that N  c  M . 
Also let £  =  { f i, fa ,. . . ,  f«, g i, ga, ■ - • > g*} and suppose Syz{L) = ( h i , h a , . . . ,  hr) C  I f  we define Iq for
all 1 < i < r to be the first t  coordinates of  hi then we have
M /A r^ i? * /(k a ,k a , . . . ,k r ) .
P ro o f. We define the homomorphism
ü* M / N
(a j, a a ,. . . ,  at) >— * Oifi 4- uafg 4- • • • 4- at ft 4- N .
12
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We know R^/ker{ip) = M /N ,  so we need to  show the elements of ker(y) are the first t  coordinates of all 
the elements of Syz(L). Notice {61 , 62 , . . .  ,bt) € ker(ÿ?) if and only if 61 fi +  62f2 +  ••■ +  6«f( G N .  Also 
61 fi +  62f2 +  ■ ■ ■ +  6(f( G N  iî and only if 61 fi +  62f2 4- • • • +  btft — c ig i +  C2g 2 +  • • • +  c^gs for some 
Ci,C2 , . . . ,C s  e  R. This last statem ent is true if and only if {61 , 62 , . . . ,  6( , - c i , - 02 , . . . , -c* ) € Syz(L) for 
some Cl,C2 , . . .  ,Cs € /Î. O
5. F r e e  R e s o l u t i o n s
In this section we will see how syzygies can be used to  compute what is known as a free resolution of a  
module. First we will need the following definitions.
D e fin itio n  5.1. In the sequence of R-modules and homomorphisms
we say the sequence is e x a c t a t  Mi if im(<^i_i) =  ker(0j). We say the sequence is e x a c t if it is exact a t Mi  
for all i.
D efin itio n  5.2. Let M  be an R-module. An exact sequence
. . .  R*'  ̂0 .
is called a  free  re so lu tio n  of M .  If there exists an i such th a t R*' ^  0 but R*‘+‘ =  R'-+^ — =  0, then we
say the resolution is finite and of length i.
Proofs of the following theorem can be found in [1, Theorem 3.10.4], and in [4, Theorem 6.2.1).
T h e o re m  5.3 { H ilb ert S yzygy  T h e o re m ). Let R =  &]zi,Z2 , - - ■ Every finitely generated R-module 
has a finite free resolution of length less than or equal to n.
Using syzygies we can find a free resolution of a  finitely generated submodule of R"* in the following way. 
Let M  =  (fi, f2 , . . .  ,fto) C R™ and let L q =  Syz(fi, £2 , . . . ,  Lg). Notice th a t the homomorphism
Rio JüL M
{ai,a2, ■ ■ ■ ,atg) 1— > Oifi 4 -0 2 f2 +  ■ • ■ +  atofto
has kernel L q. So if we let to : Lo — » R*“ be the inclusion map, we have the following short exact sequence:
0 — » Lo  ̂0.
Now we repeat this process for L q and obtain another short exact sequence
0  — v L i ^  R^^ ^ L q — > 0 .
P u tting  these sequences together we have
0 0
13
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where 4>q =  and 4>x = to °  ’/’i- If we continue this process we will obtain the following sequence of 
jR-modules and homomorphisms:
0  0  0  0
.  y  \  /
L 2  ^ 0
R'^ --------— " R * '     r ‘' --------— -  /?'”------ ^ -----  M   ► 0X y
L
0  0
So we have the following free resolution of M:
— Rts ^  ^  fito , o_
E x a m p le  5.4. Let R  = Q[x, y, z] and let N  — {x^ — y, xyz^)  C  R. Now define the homomorphism
R^ ^  N
(a, b) I— > (x^ -  y)a  +  {xyz^)b.
Then we know ker(i^o) =  Syz{x® — y, xyz^). In Example 4.9 we found Syz{x^ — y, xyz^)  =  ((—xyz^, x® — y)), 
so let L q — {{—xyz^, x^ — y)) and let to : L q — > R^ be the inclusion map. We now have the short exact 
sequence
0 — > L q -L^ R^ ^  N  — >0.
Now we repeat this process for L q. But since L q is generated by one element, we have Syz((—xy2^,x^ —y)) =  0. 
So if we define
R  ^  L q
a I— )- (-xyz^ ,x^  -  y)o,
then we have the short exact sequence
0 — ► R  L q — * 0.
P utting  these two exact sequences together and letting <po =  iIjq and cj>i — lqo we get the following free 
resolution of N.
0 — , R -ÎL, -ÈL, N  —  ̂0 .
Notice th a t this resolution is finite of length 1. Also notice th a t since N  is not a free module, there does not 
exist a  firee resolution of length 0. Thus we have found a free resolution of N  of minimal length. □
E x a m p le  5 .5 . Let R  — Q[x, y, z] and let M  — (x^ — x, xyz, x^ — y + z) (Z R. Now define the homomorphism
R? ^  M
(a, b, c) I— > (x^ — x)a  +  {xyz)b +  (x^ — y +  z)c.
14
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Then we know ker(i/)o) =  Syz(a:® — x ,x y z ,x ^  — y + z). Using Theorems 4.5 and 4.8 one can compute 
Syz(x^ -  X, xyz, x"̂  -  y + z) = {{i, fa, fa) C where
fi =  (x^ -  y + z , 0 , - x ^  + x),  fa =  { - x y z - y z , y -  z  -  I ,x y z ) ,
and fa =  ( -x ^ z  +  xyz  + y z  -  z “̂,x  -  y + z ,x ^ z  -  x y z  -  xz).
Let Lo =  (fi, fa, fa) and let to : L q — » R^ be the inclusion map. We now have the short exact sequence
0 — > L o ~ ^ R ^  - ^ M  —  ̂0.
Now we repeat this process for L q. Define
Lo
(a, b, c) I— > afi 4- hfa +  cfa.
In Example 4.10 we found ((z^ + z , x  — y -{■ z , —y + z  I)) = Syz(fi,f2 ,fa) =  ker(^i). So if we let L i =  
({z^ +  z ,x  — ÿ +  z, —J/4-Z+1)) and let ti  : Li  — > R^ be the inclusion map, we have the short exact sequence
0 — ^ L q — » 0.
Now we repeat this process for Li- But since L \  is generated by one element, we have Syz{(z^ + z , x  — y +
z, —y  +  z +  1)) =  0 . So if we define
R  Li
a »— ♦ (z^ + z , x - - y  + z , —y + z + l)a, 
then we have the short exact sequence
O ^ R ^ L i  — yO.
Now we let =  i/’o, <̂ i =  ® *o, and <f)2  =  V’z °  Then we have the following free resolution of M .
0 — > R  R^ R^ M  — * 0 .
Notice th a t this resolution is finite of length 2. □
6 . C o m p u t i n g  H o m
In this section we will introduce Homft(M, iV), and compute a  presentation of HomR(M, N ) for given 
ü-m odules M  and N.  We will need some new notation for this section which we will introduce first. For an 
s x  t  m atrix M  with entries in R  we let (M) denote the submodule of R^ which is generated by the columns 
of M .  Given matrices M i,  M a ,. . .  ,M r  where M , is an si x  ti matrix, we let M i © Mg © • ■ ■ © Mr denote the 
(si +  sa +  ■ • ■ +  Sr) X {ti +  fa +  • • ■ +  tr)  matrix with matrices M i, M g,. . . ,  Mr down the diagonal and zeros 
everywhere else.
E x a m p le  6.1. If
X 0
M =  I I , N  =
x y  y




, r , y + x y  2x 1 
and L =  I
y^ O x
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then
M ®  AT®L =
V
X 0 0 0 0 0
xy y 0 0 0 0
0 0 x  + y 0 0 0
0 0 x^y 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 y ^ - x y 2x 1
0 0 0 y^ 0 X
□
For an s X t  matrix M  and the r x  r identity matrix 7^, we define the tensor product M  <g> Ir to be the 
rs  X rt  m atrix obtained by replacing each entry m y of M  by the m atrix m y /r-  
E x a m p le  6.2. If
M
xy  yz  zx
, then M  (S> h
X 0 y 0 z 0
0 X 0 y 0 z
xy 0 yz 0 zx 0
0 xy 0 yz 0 zx
O
D efin itio n  6 .3 . For iî-modules M  and N ,  we define
Rom r {M, N )  = {<j> : M  — > N  | ^  is an iî-module homomorphism}.
We give R om niM , N )  an /î-raodule structure by defining for all Ç. Hom g(M , AT) and for all r  € Ü, 
{4 +  ^ )(m ) =  <^(m) +  ï/>(m) for all m  G M  and (r<^)(m) =  r{<^{m)) =  <^(rm) for all m  6 M .
Our goal is to  compute a  presentation of R o m n {M ,N )  for emy iî-modules M  and N .  In other words we 
want to  find a  submodule K  (Z such th a t Hom/j(M , iV) is isomorphic as an iî-module to R }/K .  To do so 
we will first need a few properties of the functor Hom. Given iî-modules L, M  and N  and a  homomorphism 
4  : L  — * M ,  we define the two homomorphisms
and
Homfi(iV, L) 
Homjî(M , N )
ijj
Homii(iV, M )  
(porp
Homjï(L, N )  
%p'o 4
L e m m a  6.4 . Given an exact sequence of R-modules and homomorphisms
M s  Mz - L  M l — » 0
and an R-module P, the sequence
Hom jî(M 3,P) ^  Homfi{M 2,P) ^  H om fi{M i,P) ^  0
is exact. Furthermore i f  P  is projective, the sequence
Hom fl(P,M 3 ) H om /i(P ,M 2 ) ^  H om j,(P ,M i) 0
16
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is exact. This yields
HoniH(P,M i) S  Hoinfi{P,M 2)/ker{<j!>o) =  Honii?{P, M 2)/ira(i/>o),
and
H oraR (M i,P) =  ker(o^).
The proof of Lemma 6.4 is left to the reader, it follows from the definition of Hom. Now we return to 
finding a presentation of Hom/î(M , JV) for given P-modules M  and N .  For the case when M  and N  are the 
free modules P ‘ and P® respectively we have the following result.
P ro p o s it io n  6.5.[1, pages 183, 184] HomH(P‘,P®) =
More generally we wish to compute Homjî(M , N )  when M  and N  are any P-modules such tha t M  =  P * /P  
and N  =  R ^ /H  for some submodules L  <Z and H  C P®. To do so we first find free resolutions of M  and 
N  respectively. Notice th a t if M  =  (fi, f2 , - . . ,  ft), then L — Syz(fj, £3 , . . . ,  ft), and likewise for N .  Suppose 
we obtain the following free resolutions of M  and N:
 >R^^ - ^ R *  - ! ^ M  — » 0,
 , P=i P® jV — *0.
To compute Hom ^(M , jV) we will look at the exact sequences
(3) R^^ - ^ R ^   ̂0,
(4) P®‘ P® ^  AT — ► 0.
Notice, as in Section 4, th a t the map F is given by a  i x matrix whose columns are the generators of L. 
Similarly A is given by a  s x si m atrix whose columns are the generators of H.  We will also abuse notation 
by letting F and A represent these matrices. Now Lemma 6.4 along with sequence (3) give us the exact 
sequence
H om iî(P‘‘ ,Ar) Æ  Rorar { R \ N )  Æ  Homfl(M,iV) 0
and the isomorphism
H om fl(M ,iV )Sker(oF).
To find a  presentation of HomR(M, N )  it suffices to  find a  presentation of ker(oF). To this end we first find 
presentations of HomR(P‘ , AT) and HomR(P**, A )̂. Using Lemma 6.4 along with sequence (4) we obtain the 
exact sequences
HomR(P‘,P®>) HomR(P‘,P®) ^  HomR{P*, AT) — > 0
where <5 =  Ao, and
Hom R(P‘*,P®>) HomR(P‘‘ ,P®) HomR(P‘‘ ,AT) — » 0 
where S' = Ao, along with the isomorphisms
HomR(P‘, AT) S  HomnCP*, P®)/im(5)
17
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and
n o m R { R ^ \N )  S  H om R{R^\R^)/im (S ') .
Now Proposition 6.5 tells us EomR{R*,R^) = and Hom jî(/î‘S/Î®) =  so to  find presentations of 
H om ^(A \ TV) and Homfl(i?*', JV) we need only describe im(5) and im(<5'). Now by Proposition 6.5, ô : 
HoniR{iî*, Jî®‘) — > HomH(iï‘ ,iî®) corresponds to  a  map S* : Jî®*‘ -— * iî®*. And ô* is given by a  at x s i t  
m atrix S,  in other words 5*(a) =  S a  for ail a e  iî®'*. The following lemma gives us the m atrix S  and thus a  
presentation of Hom/î(iî*, JV).
Lemma 6.6.[1, Lemma 3.9.3] The matrix S  is given by A ® A ® ■ • ■ 0  A . And therefore
t copies
Homfi{R*,A) ^  iî®*/(A ®  A 0 - - - 0 A ).
t copies
Likewise Hom/ï(iî*‘ , JV) =  iî®*'/ (A 0  A  ® • ■ ■ ® A ). So now we know the map
ti  copies
oF ; Hom fi(iî‘,JV) — ► Homj%(iî*',AJ)
corresponds to  a  map
oF* : iî®*/(A e  A 0  - • - 0  A ) — ► iî®*'/(A 0 A 0 - - - 0 A ).
t copies tl copies
Lemma 6 .7.(1, Lemma 3.9.4] Let T  be the transpose of the matrix  F ® Ig. Then for any b  € iî®*,
oF*(b +  (A  0  A  0  - 0  A}) =  r b  +  (A 0  A 0  ■ • • 0  A ).
t copies ti  copies
Thus we know
Homjî(JlF, JV) =  ker(oF) =  ker(oF*).
Using Lemma 6.7 we can find ker(oF*) as follows. First we compute the kernel of the map
iî®* iî®*'/(A 0 A 0 - - - 0 A)
ti copies
b  I— * T h  + (A 0  A 0  • • • 0  AJ.
fi copies
By Theorem 4.11, ker(x) — (U), where U is the m atrix whose columns are the first st  coordinates of the 
generators of the syzygy module of the columns of T  and A ® A 0  ■ - ■ 0  A. Thus we have
■ V
ÉJ copies
Homfi(JU,JV) S  (i7 )/( A 0 A 0 - - - 0 A ).
f copies
We summarize our result in the following theorem.
Theorem  6 .8 . Suppose M  and JV ore R-modules with M  = R ^ /L  and JV =  R ‘ / H  where L c  iî* and Ü  c  iî® 
are submodules, and L  =  iî*' / L i  for  some submodule L i  C  i î* '.
•  Let F and A be the matrices whose columns are generators of L  and H  respectively,
•  let T  be the transpose of the matrix  F (g) ig, and
18
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•  let U  be the matrix whose columns are the first st coordinates o f  generators o f  the syzygy module o f
the columns of T  and A 0  A 0  ■ • • 0  .
ti copies
Then H om n{M ,N )  = {U)/(A  0  A 0  ■ • - 0  A ) , and we can use Theorem 4-H  to compute a presentation o f
(copies
JV).
E x a m p le  6.9. Let R  =  Q[x, y, z] and let
M  ~  (x^ — X, xyz ,  — y + z) C R  and JV =  (x^ — y, xyz^)  C R.
In Example 5.5 we stated Syz(x^ — x ,x y z ,x ^  — y z)  =  (fi, fa, fa) where
fi =  (x^ -  Î /+  z ,0 , - x ^ + x ) ,  fs -  { - x y z  -  y z ,y  -  z  -  I ,x y z ) ,
and fa — (—x^z +  x y z  + y z  ~  z ^ ,x  -  y + z , x^z — x y z  -  xz).
In Example 4.9 we found Syz(x^ — y ,xyz^ )  =  ({—x y z^ ,x ^  — y)). So we let
( x^ — y + z  —xyz  — yz  —x^z  +  x y z  +  yz — z"̂  
0 y — z — 1 x — y +  z
-X ^ + X
and A  =
—xyz^  
x^ -  y
xyz  x ‘ z — x y z  — xz
Then the m atrix T,  which is the transpose of the m atrix F ® /a, is 
/ — y + z 0 0 0 —x^ + X 0
0 — y + z 0 0 0 —X® +  X
—xy z  — yz 0 y -  z -  1 0 xyz 0
0 —xy z  — yz 0 y -  z -  1 0 xyz
—x ^ z  +  x y z  -h yz  — z^ 0 x  — y + z 0 i^ z  — xyz  — x z 0
0 —x^z +  xy z  +  yz — z^ 0 x  — y  + z 0 x^z — x y z  — x z  J\
Now we compute the syzygy module of the columns of T  and the columns of
/
A  0  A  0  A  =
V
The first 6 entries of the generators of this module are
- x y z ^ 0 0 ^
x^ -  y 0 0
0 —xyz^ 0
0 X® -  y 0
0 0 -xyz^
0 0 x ^ - y  j
Ui =
- X ^  +  X  ^  
0
- x y z
0




- X ^  +  X  
0
- x y z
0
-x^ +  y -  z 
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U4 =
xy'^z^ -  xyz^
x ^ y ^  -  2 x ^ y z  +  -  x ^ y  -  x y ^  4- x ^ z  +  2 x y z  -  xz"^ +  x y  +  y ^  -  y z  -  y
0
\
x^y^z + xy^z -  x^yz^ -  2xy z^ +  xyz"  ̂+  y^z 
xy'^z^ -  xyz^ + y^z^ -  yz^
\  -  2x^yz +  x^z^ -  x^y -  xy^ -  y^ + x^z + 2xyz +  3y^z -  xz^ -  3yz^ +  2:® + xy + -  yz j
Us
^ x?yz^ — xy^z^  +  xyz^  ^
x?y — x^y^  — x^z +  2x^yz — x^z^ — x^ + xy^ — 2xyz  +  xz^ + x^ — y^ + yz  — x  + y
0
x^yz  — xy^z  + 2xy^z^ — xyz^  +  x y z  — y^z  
x"^yz^ — xy^z^  +  xyz^  +  xyz^ — y^z^ +  yz^
 ̂ x ^ y  — x^yS _  2,3  ̂^  2x^yz — x ^ z ^  — x^ +  y® — 3y^z 4- 3yz^ — 2  ̂ 4- x^ — y^ 4- yz 4- z j
^ ~ xyz^  \  
x ^ - y
and Ug - x y z  
x^z  — yz 
—xyz^
n3\  X - y  J
So we have Homfi(M, N )  =  (u j, U2 , U3 , U4 , U5 , ug )/(A  ® A ® A). Using Theorem 4.11 we have
Horn A (M, N )  = R ^ / (k i.k z , ka, k^, kg, kg)
where
k i =











X — y 4- z 
- y  4-z 
0
k4




x 4 - y - 2  J  y
For more detail on the computations in this example see Appendix A.
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y2 -  2 y z - 2 z = - l  
z2 
0 
- 1  
0
x^z^ — xz® — xz^ 4- 2  ̂
3xz^
x^z^ 4- xyz^ — xz |z^  4- z^
—y^ 4- 2yz 4- 2z^ 4-1 
x^ — xy — y^ 4- xz 4- 2yz 4- 2z^ 
0
□
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7. C o m p u t i n g  E x t
In this section we will be interested in computing E xt^(M , JV) for /î-modules M  and N .  To do this we 
s ta rt with a free resolution of an A-module M
 > ^  ^  — >--------- , R*'< i A  M  — > 0. (*)
For an A-module N  we now obtain the new sequence
■■■ <—  HomR(A':,jV) H o m n iR ^ ^ N )  Æ  HomH(H‘«,JV) ^  0
which a t the ith  position (for z >  0) looks like
^  H om jî(/î‘*+‘ ,Ar} BomR{R^%N) Homfl(/?‘^-‘ ,Af) <--------
D efin itio n  7.1. W ith the sequence above, we define
Ext‘fi(M , JV) ^  kerCoFi+O/imCori).
We wish to compute a  presentation of E x t^  {M, N ) , and to  do this we find a  free resolution of N
 > R^^ ^  R^ ► 0.
Now Lemma 6.6 tells us
UomR{R^%N) ^  A © - - - 0 A j ,
ti copies
and so oFj : Homiî(iî**-*, iV) — » HomR{R*', N )  corresponds to  a map
oF* : E '^ '- : / ( A © A © - ■• © A) — > © A © - • • © A ).
copies ti copies
Lemma 6.7 tells us for any b  6
(5) oF  ̂(b +  (A © A © - • • © A )) =  Tjb +  (A © A © • • ■ © AJ,
ti_ i copies ti copies
where Ti is the transpose of the m atrix Fi 0  J^. As in the Section 6, we let f/j+i be the matrix whose 
columns are the first sti coordinates of the generators of the syzygy module of the columns of Ti+i and 
A © A © - - - © A. Then we have** "V '
tj+i copies
ker(oFi+i) =  (f/i+ i)/(A © A © ■ • ■ © A ).
ti copies
Equation (5) gives us
im(oFj) =  ((Tj) +  (A © A © - - © A ) ) / (A © A © - © A) .
ti copies ti copies
Thus
E x t^ (M ,N )  ^  {Ui+^)/{{Ti) + ( A © A © - - .© A ) ). {**)
ti copies
We summarize our result in the following theorem.
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T h e o re m  7.2. Suppose M  and N  are R-modules with M  as in (*), and N  =  R ^ /H  where H  G R^ is a 
submodule.
•  Let A be the matrix whose columns are generators of H , and let be the matrix associated with the 
map Ft in  (*),
•  let Ti be the transpose o f  the matrix T i®  Is, and
• let C/j+i be the matrix whose columns are the first sti coordinates of generators of the syzygy module 
of the columns of Ti+i and A 0  A ® • 0  A .
ti+i copies
Then iV) =  {t/j+i)/({Ti) +  {A 0  A 0  ■ ■ ■ 0  A^), and we can use Theorem 4-H  to compute a presen-
ticopies
tation of R x t f t{M ,N ).
E x a m p le  7.3. We now compute Extfl(M , AT) for M  and JV a s  in Example 6.9. Let i î , f i , f 2 ,f 3 ,F i  F, A, 
and Ti :=  T  be a s  in Example 6.9. Then (Ti) +  (A 0  A  0  A) =  ( ri.rg ,,. . .  ,rg), where r i . r g , .. -, re are the 
columns of T\,  and t j ,  rg, rg are the columns of A 0  A 0  A. Now in Example 4.10 we found Syz(fi, fg, fa) =  
{{z^ + z , x  — y + z , —y z - i - 1)). So we let
Fg
^ z ^ + z  \  
X — y + z 
y  - y  + z + 1 j
Then the m atrix Tg, which is the transpose of the matrix Fg 0  Jz, is
0
0 y +  z +  1
X — y + z  0
0 x —y + z
Now we compute the syzygy module of the columns of Fg and the columns of A. The first 6 entries of the 
generators of this module are the columns of U2 ■ These columns are
/
u i  =
0
0
ÿ  — z  — 1  
0





X  —  1  
0
- 2  ̂— 2  
0
2  ̂+ 2
/  0 
0 
0
y — z — \ 
0







X  -  1 
0
—2  ̂— 2 
0
V J







/  0 




2  ̂+ 2
Uy
Ug
—y z  + z ‘‘ +  z 
0
—yz^ +  z'* — yz^ +  2z^  4-  2 ^
— x^z — x ^ + x y  — x z  — x  + y — z — I 
xyz^ — XT? + yi? — z^ — XT? + y ?  — 2z® — ?
y  —x^y  +  x^z +  x^ — xy +  X2 +  X +  2 y
— z^ — 2 
-X
—2  ̂— 2z  ̂— 7?  
x ^2 +  x ^  +  x z 4- x  +  z +  l  
X2® + z'* +  XZ^ +  2z^ +  7? 
—  Q p 'Z  —  7 ?  —  X Z  —  X
(  —X2 +  2
0
Ug =
X2̂  + 2^+2^
7? 7? + X2® — 2^—2̂  
—X® +  X +  2
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By (**), ExtJj{M,iV) ^  (u i,U 2 , . . - ,U 9 ) / ( r i , r 2 , . - - , r 9 ), and
E x tiî(M ,iV )^ flV { k i,k 2 ,
using Theorem 4.11 where
,k ie)
ki =
f o \ f o \ f o ] . h0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 - 1 0 0 2
0 0 0 - 1 0 0
0 1 IC2 — 0 , kg = 1 1 1̂ 4 — 0 , kg = 0 , kg = 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 - 1 1













a: — 1 
0




















































X — 1 
0
















\  \  /  \  °  /

















2 ^ + 2
0
A p p e n d i x  A .  E x a m p l e s  i n  M a c a u l a y  2
□
In examples 6.9 and 7.3 we made use of the computer algebra system Macaulay 2. This appendix contains 
those computer sessions. First we say a  few words about this computer algebra system. Macaulay 2 does 
not wrap input and output lines. Alternatively the input and output linœ in Macaulay 2 grow horizontally 
w ithout bound. In this paper ellipses are used to  indicate the cases where the lines exceed the width of the
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paper. The default orderings in Macaulay 2 are grevlex with xi >  X2 >  X3 >  • • • on /Î, and T O P  with 
Cl <  C2 <  63 <  - • • on Z?*” . For more information on this program we refer the reader to  [5].
M a c a u la y  2  Session  for E x a m p le  6.9. In Macaulay 2 we must first define the ring, R  which we are 
working over.
i1 : R = QQ[x,y,z] 
o l = R
c l ; PolynomialRing
In our example we need to  compute the syzygy module of the columns of the matrices T  and A ® A © A. 
We define these matrices in Macaulay 2 as follows:
Î2  : T = matrix{{x''2-y+z,0,0,0,-x^2+x,0},{0,x^2-y+z,0,0,0,-x^2 +x},{-x*y*z-y*z.0 .y-2-1 -0 .x*y*z,0 },{0 ,-x*y*z-y*z, . , .
1 x2-y+z 0 0 0 -x2+x 0
|o x2-y+z 0 0 0 -x2+x
1 -xyz-yz 0 y-z-1 0 xyz 0
|0 -xyz-yz 0 y-z-1 0 xyz
1 -x2z+xyz+yz-z2 0 x-y+z 0 x2z-xyz-xz 0
|o -x2z+xyz+yz-z2 0 x-y+z 0 x2z-xyz-xz
6 6 
o2 : Matrix R <— R
13 : DDD = matrix{{-x*y*zA2,0,0},{xA3-y,0,0},{0,-x*y*zA2,0},{0,xA3-y,0},{0,0,-x*y*zA2},{0,0,xA3-y}}








: Matrix R <— Ro3
Macaulay 2 will compute the syzygy module of columns of a  matrix. We form one m atrix with the columns 
of T  and A ©  A ©  A using the command |, and compute the syzygy module of this matrix. The output which 
we call U' is a matrix whose columns generate this syzygy module.
24
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14
o4 =
U' = syz{T|DDD) 
{3} 1 -x2+x 0 x2y+x2-xy-x xy2z2-xyz3
{3110 -x2+x -3x2+3x x2y2-2x2yz+x2z2-x2y-xy2+x2z
{1)1-xyz 0 xy2z-xyz2+xyz 0
{1}|0 -xyz x3-3xyz-y x2y2z-l-xy3z-x2yz2-2xy2z2+xyz
{3} I -x2+y-z 0 X2y+x2-y2+yz-y+zxy2z2-xyz3+y2z2-yz3 X2yz2-xy2z2+xyz3+xyz2-y2z2+
{3}|0 -x2+y-z -3x2-t3y-3z x2y2-2x2yz+x2z2-x2y-xy2-y3+x
{4}|0 0 0 -y2+2yz-z2+y-z
(4}|0 0 -y+z+1 0





In our example we need the first six coordinates of these generators. We obtain these coordinates in the 
following way.
is : U = U’a{0,1,2,3,4,5}
o5 = {3} 1 -x2+x 0 x2y+x2-xy-x xy2z2-xyz3
{3}|0 -x2+x -3x2+3 X x2y2-2x2yz+x2z2-x2y-xy2+x2z
n il-x y z 0 xy2z-xyz2+xyz 0
{1)10 -xyz x3-3xyz-y x2y2z+xy3z-x2yz2-2xy2z2+xyz
{3} I -x2+y-z 0 x2y-tx2-y2+yz-y-rzxy2z2-xyz3+y2z2-yz3 x2yz2-xy2z2+xyz3+xyz2-y2z2+
{3)10 -x2+y-z -3x2-t-3y-3z x2y2-2x2yz+x2z2-x2y-xy2-y3+x
o5
6 6 
Matrix R <— R
We now use Theorem 4.11 to  compute a  presentation of {U) / {A ( 
syzygy module of the columns of U  and A  ® A © A.




{5}|y+l y2z2-yz3+yz2 yz2 -yz2 y2 . . .
{511 -3 -y3+3y2z-3yz2+z3-y2+2yz-z2+y-t1 -x2-xy-y2+xz+2yz-z2 x2+xy+y2-xz-2yz+z2 -y3 . .  .
{6}|1 0 0 0 0 . . .
{8}|0 x-y+z -1 1 x-y . . .
{8}|0 1 0 0 0 . . .
{7}|0 -y2+2yz-z2+1 -x-y+z x+y-z-1 -y2 . . .
{4)|0 0 1 0 0
{4} 1 -1 -yz2+z3-yz-z xz-z2 -XZ+Z2+Z - y z .
{4}|0 0 0 1 0 . . .
o6
9 5
Matrix R <— R
We now Let K "  denote the m atrix whose columns are the first six coordinates of the generators of this syzygy 
module.
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i7 : K" = K’A{0,1,2,3,4,5}
{5} 1 y+1 y2z2-yz3+yz2 yz2 -yz2 y2
{5} 1 3 -y3+3y2z“3yz2+z3-y2+2yz-z2+y+1 -x2-xy-y2+xz+2yz-z2 x2+xy+y2-xz-2yz+z2 -y3
16} |1 0 0 0 0
{8)10 x-y+z -1 1 x-y
{8}|0 1 0 0 0
{7}|0 -y2+2yz-z2+1 -x-y+z x+y-z-1 -y2
6  5
o7 ; Matrix R <— R
Although not necessary, we compute a  Groebner basis for this submodule since the elements of the Groebner 
basis are less complicated than  the generators for the submodule above.
18 : K = gbK"
0 8  =  {5} 10 y+1 0 z2 z2 x2z2-xz3-xz2+z2 |
{5} 10 -3 z y2-2yz-2z2-1 x2+xy+y2-xz-2yz-2z2 3xz2 1
{6} 10 1 0 z2 z2 x2z2+xyz2-xz3-xz2+z2 |
{8} 10 0 x-y+z 0 1 -y2+2yz+2z2+1 |
{8} 10 0 -y+z -1 0 -x2-xy-y2+xz+2yz+2z2 j
{7}11 0 0 0 x+y-z 0 1
o8 : GroebnerBasis
The columns of K  are labelled k i ,k 2 , . . .  ,kg in example 6.9.
M a ca u la y  2  Session  fo r E x a m p le  7.3. In Macaulay 2 we must first define the ring, R  which
working over.
□
i1 : R = QQ[x,y,z] 
o l = R
01 : PolynomialRing
We first define the matrices A, A © A 0  A, T i, and Tg. 
Î2 : D = matrlx{{-x*y*zA2),{xA3-y}}
02 = I -xyz2 j
I x3-y I
2 1
o2 : Matrix R <— R
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Matrix R <— Ro3
Î4 : n  = matrix{{xA2-y+z,0,0,0,-xA2+x,0],{0,xA2-y+z,0,0,0,-xA2+x},{-x*y*z-y*z,0,y-z-1,0,x*y*z.O),{0,-x*y*z-y*z,
1 x2-y+z 0 0 0 -x2+x 0
10 x2-y+z 0 0 0 -x2+x
1 -xyz-yz 0 y-z-1 0 xyz 0
|0 -xyz-yz 0 y-z-1 0 xyz
1 -x2z+xyz+yz-z2 0 x-y+z 0 x2z-xyz-xz 0
|0 -x2z+xyz+yz-z2 0 x-y+z 0 x2z-xyz-xz
6 6
04 : Matrix R <— R
Î5 : T2 = matrix{{zA2-hz,0,x-y-tz,0,-y+z-t-l,0},{0,zA2+z,0,x-y-t-z,0,-y+z+l}}
05 = \z2+z 0 x-y+z 0 -y+z+1 0 |
10 z2+z 0 x-y+z 0 -y+z+1 |
05
2 6 
Matrix R <— R




0 0 y-z-1 0 x-1 0 -z2-z -yz+z2+z
{2}||o 0 0 y-z-1 0 x-1 -1 0
{1111 y-z-1 0 0 0 -z2-z 0 -z4-2z3-z2 -yz3+z4-yz2+2z3+z2 . . .
m i |o y-z-1 0 0 0 -z2-z x2z+x2+xz+x+z+1 x2y-x2z-x2+xy-xz-x+ . . .
m i 1 x-y+z 0 z2+z 0 z2+z 0 xz3+z4+xz2+2z3+z2 xyz2-xz3+yz3-z4-xz2 . . .
m i |0 x-y+z 0 z2+z 0 z2+z -x2z-x2-xz-x -x2y+x2z+x2-xy+xz+. .  .
{7}||0 0 0 0 0 0 -z-1 -y+z+1 . . .
06
7 9
Matrix R <— R
In our example we need the first six coordinates of these generators. We obtain these coordinates in the 
following way.
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i7
07 =
U2 = U2'A{0,1,2,3,4,51 
{2} 10 0 y-z-1 0 x-1 0 -z2-z -yz+z2+z
{2 }|0 0 0 y-z-1 0 x-1 -1 0
{1} I y-z-1 0 0 0 -z2-z 0 -z4-2z3-z2 -yz3+z4-yz2+2z3+z2 . . .
{1}|0 y-z-1 0 0 0 -z2-z x2z+x2+xz+x+z+1 x2y-x2z-x2+xy-xz-x+ . . .
{1}|x-y-t-z 0 z2+z 0 z2+z 0 xz3+z4+xz2+2z3+z2 xyz2-xz3+yz3-z4-xz2 . . .
{1}|0 x-y+z 0 z2+z 0 z2+z -x2z-x2-xz-x -x2y+x2z+x2-xy+xz+. . .
6 9
o7 Matrix R <— R
We now use Theorem 4.11 to  compute a  presentation of {C/2)/((T i) +  {A © A ©  A)). To do so we first compute 
the syzygy module of the columns of U2 , î i ,  and A ® A © A.
18 ; K’= syz(U2|T1 IDDD)
08 = {2} 1 -1 0 -z2-z 0 xz-z2 0 -XZ+Z2+Z 0 z3+z2 -xz2-z3-z2
{2 }|0 -1 0 -z2-z 0 xz-z2 0 -xz+z2+z -X2-X-1 x2+x
{3}|0 0 x-1 0 X 0 -x+1 0 z -z
{3)1 0 0 0 x-1 0 X 0 -x+1 0 0
{3}|0 0 -y+z+1 0 -x-y+z 0 x+y-z-1 0 0 z
{3}|0 0 0 -y+z+1 0 -x-y+z 0 x+y-z-1 0 0
{5}|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
{5)1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1
{5}|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
{3)|0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
{3}|0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
{11|1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
{1 ]|0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
{311 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
{311 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
{4}|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
{4}|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
{4}|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
08
18 14
Matrix R <— R
We now Let K "  denote the m atrix whose columns are the first nine coordinates of the generators of this 
syzygy module.
i9 : K" = K'M0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}
o9
= {211-1 0 -z2-z 0 xz-z2 0 -XZ+Z2+Z 0 z3+z2 -xz2-z3-;
(2110 -1 0 -z2-z 0 xz-z2 0 -XZ+Z2+Z -X2-X-1 x2+x
{3110 0 x-1 0 X 0 -x+1 0 z -z
{3110 0 0 x-1 0 X 0 -x+1 0 0
{3}|0 0 -y+z+1 0 -x-y+z 0 x+y-z-1 0 0 z
{3110 0 0 -y+z+1 0 -x-y+z 0 x+y-z-1 0 0
{5110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0









0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Although not necessary, we compute a Groebner basis for this submodule since the elements of the Groebner 











1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 -1 0 0 2 0 y-z 0 0 0 x-1 0 0 0 00 0 0 -1 0 0 z 0 y-z 1 0 0 x-1 1 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -y+z+1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -y+z+1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y-z-1 0 0 0 x-1 0 z0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 -z-1 y-z 0 0 -Z-1 X z2+z0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
olO : GroebnerBasis
The columns of K  are labelled k i,lc 2 , . . .  ,k ie  in example 7.3. □
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